the Folk (1972) . The verbal patterning they isolate as crucial for "distinguishing ballad and a broadside hack's rendition" (p. 7) is simply one aspect of Buchan's ora Holzapfel's section of the book is comprised of five case studies of German and Dan and offers two interesting and useful contributions. First, he discusses narrative tec only as "a means of telling a story," but also as "the basis for the correct understand action" (p. 120). In particular, he argues that the use of "epic formulae" communi listener the universal implications of a ballad's narrative, extending its relevance reach of the specific characters and events it concerns. Second, he takes what phenomenological approach to the analysis of the "interpretative model incorpor poetry" of the ballad genre (p. 120). It is phenomenological in two senses: it is rather than limited to a specific region and period, and it is subjective, though he is document the cultural appropriateness of his personal responses to ballad narrativ rative techniques. These five essays are better interrelated than those in the first se their individual analyses are, I think, more carefully researched.
Both the bibliography and the footnotes leave much to be desired, though Holza tions are again an exception. The central problem with both is that the obvious is of ed while the useful is omitted. Space devoted in the text and bibliography to the dis major collections and phases in ballad scholarship could perhaps have been better u panding and supporting the central arguments made, and issues raised, in the firs the volume is intended for college curricular use (which may explain the authors' these citations and discussions), there is all the more reason to have lavished expl documentation on the arguments and to have indicated background sources in a On the whole, the book certainly starts some hares worth chasing. Holzapfe thorough and innovative, and his particular kind of departure from the historic-geo proach to ballad scholarship-similar to Renwick's in its attention to cultural mea repay emulation. As studies of ambiguous or borderline examples in balladry, And Pettitt's essays on printed and manuscript texts raise interesting questions; perh study of ballads, as in the ethnography of cultures, we have spent too little time terstices between our tidy categories. The book's contribution may ultimately lie attention to these areas than in its definition of the ballad as a narrative mode. the Folk (1972) . The verbal patterning they isolate as crucial for "distinguishing between ballad and a broadside hack's rendition" (p. 7) is simply one aspect of Buchan's oral structur Holzapfel's section of the book is comprised of five case studies of German and Danish texts and offers two interesting and useful contributions. First, he discusses narrative technique no only as "a means of telling a story," but also as "the basis for the correct understanding of th action" (p. 120). In particular, he argues that the use of "epic formulae" communicates to t listener the universal implications of a ballad's narrative, extending its relevance beyond t reach of the specific characters and events it concerns. Second, he takes what he terms phenomenological approach to the analysis of the "interpretative model incorporated in t poetry" of the ballad genre (p. 120). It is phenomenological in two senses: it is achroni rather than limited to a specific region and period, and it is subjective, though he is careful t document the cultural appropriateness of his personal responses to ballad narratives and na rative techniques. These five essays are better interrelated than those in the first section, and their individual analyses are, I think, more carefully researched.
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Both the bibliography and the footnotes leave much to be desired, though Holzapfel's cit tions are again an exception. The central problem with both is that the obvious is often includ ed while the useful is omitted. Space devoted in the text and bibliography to the discussion of major collections and phases in ballad scholarship could perhaps have been better used in ex panding and supporting the central arguments made, and issues raised, in the first section.
the volume is intended for college curricular use (which may explain the authors' inclusion these citations and discussions), there is all the more reason to have lavished explanation an documentation on the arguments and to have indicated background sources in a note.
On the whole, the book certainly starts some hares worth chasing. Holzapfel's work thorough and innovative, and his particular kind of departure from the historic-geographic a proach to ballad scholarship-similar to Renwick's in its attention to cultural meaning-may repay emulation. As studies of ambiguous or borderline examples in balladry, Andersen's a Pettitt's essays on printed and manuscript texts raise interesting questions; perhaps in th study of ballads, as in the ethnography of cultures, we have spent too little time on the i terstices between our tidy categories. The book's contribution may ultimately lie more in i attention to these areas than in its definition of the ballad as a narrative mode. The individual essays themselves are of high scholarly standard. They offer a thoroug troduction to respective heroic traditions and the research about them, and together make handbook indispensable to any oral epics library.
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